We study spectral and scattering properties of the discrete Laplacian H on the half-space Z d+1 + = Z d Z + with boundary condition (n ;1) = V (n) (n 0). We consider cases where V is a deterministic function and a random process on Z d . Let H 0 be the Dirichlet Laplacian on Z d+1 + . We show that the wave operators (H H 0 ) exist for all V , and in particular, that (H 0 ) ac (H). We study when and where the wave operators are complete and the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous and prove s ome optimal results. In particular, if V is a random process on a probability s p ace ( F P ), such that the random variables V (n) are independent a n d h a ve d e nsities, we show t h a t the spectrum of H on (H 0 ) i s p u r ely absolutely continuous P -a.s.. If in addition, either V or V ;1 vanish at in nity, w e show t h a t the wave o p erators (H H 0 ) a r e complete on (H 0 ) P -a.s.
Introduction
This paper deals with spectral and scattering theory of the discrete Laplacian limited to a half-space. The interesting properties of such operators stem from the imposed boundary condition. We refer the reader to KP, JMP] for the history of the problem and to AM, BS, G, JM1, JM2, JM3, JM4, JMP, KP, M, P] for some recent r igorous work on the subject.
In this section we de ne the model and state our results.
The model
Let d 1 b e g i v en, and let Z d+1 + = Z d Z + , where Z + = f0 1 : : : g. We d enote the points in Z d+1 + by (n x), for n 2 Z d and x 2 Z + . Let V : Z d 7 ! R bea given function and let H bethe discrete Laplacian on the Hilbert space H := l 2 (Z d+1 + ) w ith boundary condition (n ;1) = V (n) (n 0). When V = 0, this operator reduces to the Dirichlet Laplacian which we denote by H 0 . The operator H acts as (H )(n x) = 8 < : where jnj + = P d j=1 jn j j. Physically, the boundary condition V models the corrugated surface of the medium and one is interested in its e ects on propagation properties of wave packets.
Note that the operator H can beviewed as the Schr odinger operator H = H 0 + V (1.1) where the potential V acts only along the surface @Z d+1 + = Z d , that is, (V )(n x) = 0 if x > 0 and (V )(n 0) = V (n) (n 0). For many purposes it is convenient to adopt this point of view and we will do so in the sequel. Since H 0 is bounded, the operator H is properly de ned as a self-adjoint o perator. We recall that the spectrum of H 0 is purely absolutely continuous and that (H 0 ) = ;2(d + 1 ) 2(d + 1 ) ] :
A simple Weyl's sequence argument yields that for any V , (H 0 ) (H). In this paper we will study spectral and scattering properties of H on the set (H 0 ). We will consider the cases where V is a deterministic and a random potential on Z d .
Deterministic results
Unless otherwise stated, all the results of this section hold for an arbitrary surface potential V . The starting point o f o u r work is the following result. Remark 1. Note that the existence of the limits (1.2) implies that for every s 2 R, e isH = e isH 0 : Therefore, H preserves the subspaces Ran , and its restrictions to these subspaces are unitarily equivalent to H 0 . This implies that (H 0 ) ac (H).
Remark 2. After this work was nished we have learned from J. Sahbani that a result similar to Theorem 1.1 has been recently proven in CS].
Due to the free propagation along the x-axis, the above t heorem is certainly expected. Somewhat subtler results are related to the question of when and where the wave o p erators are complete and the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous. Before we state our theorems, we need some additional notions. Here, H ss = h 0 + V , where h 0 is the usual discrete Laplacian on l 2 (Z d ), and H bb is the Dirichlet Laplacian on l 2 (; 0 ). Note that H bb is unitarily equivalent t o H 0 . The operators H sb and H bs couple the surface and the bulk. Clearly, H sb = (H bs ) , H bs (n x) = 0 if x > 0 a n d H bs (n 0 ) = (n 1) .
We w ill use notation similar to (1.5) for other operators on H. For example, 1 ss is the projection onto the surface and 1 bb is the projection onto the bulk.
For which is a consequence of the Feshbach formula for (H ; z) ;1 (see Section 2.2). One can also show that the Hilbert space H s is a cyclic set for H (see Section 3.1). It then follows from Relation (1.7) that the spectral properties of H are encoded by the resonance function G s (z). We remark that the objects (1.6) appear naturally in many di erent problems in mathematical physics. In particular, they have been recently used in DJ] in the study of some Hamiltonians of quantum eld theory. Our notation and some of our abstract results in Section 2 are motivated by DJ].
In the sequel, we will use the short-hand C := fz : Im z > 0g. We will show in Section 3.1 that the operator-valued function C + 3 z 7 ! W s (z) e x t e n ds by c o n tinuity t o a norm-continuous function on C + . Thus, for e 2 R, w e c a n d e ne G s (e) b y (1.6). Clearly, G s (e) is a closed operator with domain D(V ). We de ne the resonant spectrum of the operator H by R(H) : = fe 2 R : 0 2 (G s 
(e))g:
The basic properties of this set are summarized in Proposition 1.
(i) R(H) is a closed set. (ii) R(H) (H). (iii) (H) n (H 0 ) R(H).
The existence of the resonant s p ectrum is linked to the surface potential V . For example, we will show that if kV k < 1 t h e n R(H) = .
We now recall some basic notions of scattering theory. Let A and B beself-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H and assume that the wave operators U := s ; lim t! 1 e itB e ;itA 1 (A) exist. The relation e isB U = U e isA yields that for any bounded Borel function f, f(B)U = U f(B), and in particular that Ran U Ran 1 (B) . The wave operators U are complete on if Ran U = R a n 1 (B) . If = R, we simply say that the wave operators U are complete. The wave operators U are complete on i the wave operators W := s ; lim t! 1 e itA e ;itB 1 (B) exist. If the wave operators are complete on and 0 is such that Ran 1 0 (H) Ran 1 (H), then the wave operators are also complete on 0 .
Recall that the wave operators are given by (1.2). Our next result is Theorem 1.3 The wave operators are complete on (H) n R(H). In particular, the spectrum of H on this set is purely absolutely continuous.
Remark. There are examples of surface potentials V (which even vanish at in nity) such that H has eigenvalues in R(H) \ (H 0 ) MV1]. It is likely that these examples can bemodi ed to produce potentials V for which R(H) \ (H 0 ) 6 = and pp (H) = R(H) N, S1, MV2] . Thus, we believe that Theorem 1.3 is an optimal result in the sense that it holds for an arbitrary surface potential V .
We p roceed to obtain some information on the location of the set R(H (1.9)
This result and Theorem 1.3 imply that on the set (H) n S ext (V ), the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous and the wave operators are complete. If kV k < 1, the operator H has only absolutely continuous spectrum and the wave o p erators are complete. It appears di cult to say s u bstantially more about spectral theory of H without making some further assumptions on the model. For example, one can proceed by assuming that V has suitable decay or growth properties and we will brie y pursue this direction in Section 3.4. The case where V is the Maryland potential has been studied in KP, JM1, JM4] . In the next section, we will consider the case where V is a random process on Z d . This case is of particular physical importance.
Random boundary condition
Let us describe the random surface model we will study. Let bethe set of all surface potentials, that is, the functions V : Z d 7 ! R. The set can beidenti ed with
Let F bethe -algebra in generated by t he cylinder sets fV : V (n 1 ) 2 B 1 : : : V (n k ) 2 B k g, where B 1 : : : B k are Borel subsets of R. The model is speci ed by the choice of probability measure P on ( F).
In this work we will consider measures P of the form
where each n is a probability measure on R. Note that n is the probability d istribution of the random variable 3 V 7 ! V (n). We say that the random variable V (n) has density, if the measure n is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. Obviously, the random variables fV (n)g are independent, and we say that they are i. (1.10)
As usual in the theory of random Schr odinger operators, we are interested in the spectral properties of H = H 0 + V which hold P-a.s., that is, for a set of V 's of P measure 1. We d iscuss rst the i.i.d. case. Note that if T j is the shift operator on the probability space , (T j V )(n) = V (n ; j), and (U j )(n x) = (n ; j x), then U j H U j = H 0 + T j V: (1.11) Therefore, H = H 0 + V is an ergodic family of random operators and it follows from the well-known argument (see CFKS] for details) that there exist closed sets , ac , pp , sc such that P-a.s., (H) = , ac (H) = ac , pp (H) = pp , sc (H) = sc . Obviously, = ac pp sc . Note that P-a.s., (V ) = s u p p . Thus, S(V ) = S P ; a:s:
We can now complement Theorem 1.4 with t h e following result.
Theorem 1.5 Assume that the random variables fV (n)g n2Z d are i:i:d: Then, (i) = (H 0 ) S .
(ii) There is a set R such that R(H) = R P-a.s. Moreover, S R. Remark. Although Part (i) of this theorem is known to workers in the eld, its complete proof is not available in the literature. For completeness, we i nclude the proof here.
Combining Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, we s h o w t h a t i f supp \(;1 1) = , t h e n R(H) = S P-a.s.. Of course, if supp (;1 1), then R(H) = P-a.s.. Our next result concerns the structure of the spectrum of H in (H 0 ). As we have already discussed, it is known that for some surface potentials V , H may h a ve e m bedded eigenvalues in (H 0 ). The general wisdom, however, suggests that a singular spectrum embedded in an absolutely continuous spectrum is unstable with respect to \generic perturbations". In the random case, the vague notion of \generic" could bereplaced with a precise P-a.s. statement, and a natural conjecture is that P-a.s In this paper we h a ve c oncentrated on a much l e s s s t u d i e d subject, namely, t h e s p ectral theory of H on the set (H 0 ). Our goal has been to understand spectral and scattering properties of H which follow e s sentially from the structure of the model and are insensitive to details of the surface potential. It is perhaps surprising how far one can go in that direction using only relatively simple operator-theoretic means. For example, if V is a random process, Theorem 1.6 gives complete characterization of the structure of the spectrum in the set (H 0 ).
For reasons of space, in this paper we h a ve restricted ourselves to an essentially timeindependent approach to the spectral and scattering theory of the model (1.1). The dynamical aspects of the model will be discussed in the continuation of this paper JL2].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we extract the key structural properties of the model (1.1) and prove P roposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 in an abstract framework. In fact, practically all the results of our paper follow from these few structural properties and can be cast into an abstract form. In Section 2, we i llustrate how t hat could be done. Besides (1.1), there are many other \surface type" models which appear in physics (see e.g. KP, JMP]) and the results of Section 2 indicate how t h e techniques of our paper can beusedin the study of such models. The basic tools used in Section 2 are Kato's theory of smooth perturbations and the Feshbach formula.
In Section 3, we verify the assumptions of the abstract approach of Section 2 and establish the results described in Section 1.2. In Section 3.4, we study surface potentials which vanish at in nity.
Random surface potentials are studied in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.5. In Section 5, we prove Theorems 1.6 and 1.7.
Our nal remark concerns some technical aspects of the paper. Our arguments are based on techniques of scattering theory and the theory of random Schr odinger operators and, it is likely that future developments will also be based on the fusion of techniques of these two elds. Since these techniques are rarely combined together, we h a ve a ttempted to make the paper essentially self-contained. The condition (2.17) has a number of equivalent reformulations. The one which will concern us below is that V is A-smooth i there exist C > 0 s u c h that for all 2 H, Z R kV e ;itA k 2 dt Ck k 2 :
(2.18) Let R be a Borel set. We denote by 1 (A) the spectral projection of A onto . We say that V is A-smooth on i V 1 (A) is A-smooth. One We now describe the main result of this section which reduces the proof of Theorem 1.3 to a numberof easily veri able conditions. We will call G s (z) the resonance function. Note that for e 2 R n (H bb ) the operator G s (e) is selfadjoint and that G s (z) is an analytic family of type A on C n (H bb ).
The following result is known as the Feshbach formula. For the proof we refer the reader to DJ], Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 2.2 Assume that z 6 2 (H bb ). Then, (i) z 6 2 (H) i 0 6 2 (G s (z) ).
(ii) If 0 6 2 (G s The spectral consequences of the Feshbach formula are discussed in detail in DJ]. On one occasion we will make u s e of the following result (Theorem 3.6 in DJ]).
Theorem 2.3 Assume that e 2 R n (H bb ). Then e is an eigenvalue of H i 0 is an eigenvalue of G s (e). Moreover, dim 1 feg (H) = dim 1 f0g (G s (e) ).
We make the following hypothesis:
(A1) For any e 2 R, the norm-limit (G s T(e) = 1 + ( G s (e) ; G s (e 0 ))G ;1 s (e 0 ): It follows from (2.24) that T(e) is a bounded, invertible operator. Relation (2.25) yields that G s (e) is invertible and that G ;1 s (e) = G ;1 s (e 0 )T (e) ;1 . Therefore, (e 0 ; e 0 + ) R n R(H) and Part (i) follows.
To prove Part (ii), note rst that for z 2 C + the Feshbach formula yields 1 ss (H ; z) ;1 1 ss = G ;1 s (z):
Therefore, if e 6 2 (H) then the function C + 3 z 7 ! G ;1 s (z) has an analytic extension to a neighborhood of e. We denote this extension by Q(z). Clearly, for z 2 C + and any , G s (z)Q(z) = (in particular, Ran Q(z) = D(H ss )). Moreover, it follows from Hypothesis (A1) that (G s (z);G s (e))Q(z) ! 0 a s z ! e. Thus, for any , G s (e)Q(z) ! as z ! e. Since G s (e) is a closed operator, we conclude that for any , Q(e) 2 D(G s (e)) and G s (e)Q(e) = . It follows from the closed graph theorem that 0 6 2 (G s (e) The following technical result will be used on several occasions in this paper. To e stablish Part (ii), we n ote rst that D(T) = D(T ) = D(A) a n d that the numerical range of T is contained in C ; . By the numerical range theorem (see e.g. Lemma 4.5 in JP]) we have that (T ) C ; . Therefore, if 0 2 (T ) then 0 is on the topological boundaryof (T ). It follows (see e.g. VH], Theorem 2.1) that there exists a sequence n , k n k = 1 , such that lim n T n = 0 :
(2.28) Now, (2.28) yields that lim n ( n jB n ) = 0, and since B 0, that lim n B n = 0. This and (2.28) yield that lim n A n = 0. Thus, n is Weyl's sequence of A and B and 0 2 (A) \ (B). Finally, to prove (iii), let n , with k n k = 1, besuch that lim n T n = 0. Set n := T n . Then n = ( T + i y) ;1 n + i y(T + i y) ;1 n which yields that k(T + i y) ;1 k y ;1 ; k (T + i y) ;1 n k: Letting n ! 1 we conclude that k(T + i y) ;1 k y ;1 . Since the numerical range theorem implies that k(T + i y) ;1 k y ;1 , (iii) follows. 2
Our next result is Proposition 2.7 e 2 (H) n R(H) i there exists > 0 such that sup x2(e; e+ ) y>0 k1 ss (H ; x ; iy) ;1 1 ss k < 1:
In particular, the projection 1 ss is H-smooth on any compact subset of (H) n R(H). Proof. If e 2 (H) n R(H) then the relation (2.29) follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.
Assume now that e 2 R(H). Since (G s 
In the sequel we will use the shorthand ( ) := 2 P d k=1 cos k . For z 2 C n (H 0 ), let ( z) bethe solution of the quadratic equation X + X ;1 + ( ) = z (3.32) which satis es j ( z)j < 1. This solution also satis es Im ( z) < 0 if z 2 C (write in the polar form).
We adopt the shorthand R(z) = ( H ; z) ;1 , and, for m n 2 Z d+1 + , we set R(m n z) : = ( m j(H ; z) ;1 n ):
We set R 0 (z) = ( H 0 ; z) ;1 and de ne R 0 (m n z) a n d R 0 ((m 0) ( x) z) a n a l o gously. Proof. That the limit exists and that the limit and the integral in (3.44) are equal follows from Lemmas 3.2, 3.4 and Relation (3.40). Because for e 2 int (H 0 ) the set fe : j ( ) ; ej < 2g has positive Lebesgue measure, the inequality in (3.44) follows from the de nition of ( e). 2
Lemma 3.5 veri es Hypothesis (A1) of Section 2 for the model (1.1) with respect to decomposition (1.4).
We shall also need the following technical results which are slight generalizations of Lemmas 2.7 and 3.5. For R 2 Z + let ; R := f(n x) : n 2 Z d 0 x Rg and let 1 R bethe orthogonal projection on l 2 (; R ). Clearly, 1 0 = 1 ss .
The next two results hold for an arbitrary R. 
Wave operators
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. Let h bethe usual discrete Laplacian on l 2 (Z) a n d h D the discrete Laplacian on l 2 (Z + ) with Dirichlet boundary condition. The operator h D acts as follows:
(h D )(n) = (n + 1 ) + (n ; 1) if n > 0 and (h D )(0) = (1). We will use the shorthand hxi = ( 1 + x 2 ) 1 2 .
Lemma 3.10 There is a dense set of vectors T l 2 (Z) such that for 2 T , n 2 Z and k 0, j( n je ;ith )j = C k hti k hni ;k : It follows from Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 that for any positive integers k 1 , k 2 there exist constant C x k 1 k 2 , which does not depend on n, such that j( (n x) je ;itH 0 )j C It follows from Lemma 3.13 that 8e 6 2 (H 0 ), (G s (e) ) (h 0 (e)) + (V ):
Thus, if e 6 2 (H 0 ) and 0 2 (G s (e) ) then for some 0 2 T d and a 2 (V ),
( 0 e ) ;1 = a:
It follows that a + a ;1 = ( 0 e ) + ( 0 e ) ;1 = e ; ( 0 ): Therefore, 8e 6 2 (H 0 ), 0 2 (G s (e) ) ) e 2 S (V ). This relation yields Part (i).
It follows from Proposition 2.6 that 0 2 (G s (e)) ) 0 2 kh ;1 0 (e)V k < 1, and 0 6 2 (G s (e) ). This yields that R(H) = . 2
Repulsive surfaces
Physically, the surface is repulsive i f i t repels the wave p a c kets with energies in (H 0 ). We make this heuristic notion mathematically precise by saying that the surface is repulsive if the set R(H) \ (H 0 ) has Lebesgue measure 0.
In this section we will show that the surface is repulsive if the surface potential V satis es lim Proof. If V ! 0, then V is a compact operator, and the result follows from Weyl's theorem.
Assume that jV j ! 1. Then the spectrum of G s (z) = h 0 (z) + V consists of a discrete set of eigenvalues of nite multiplicity w h i c h can accumulate only at 1. Assume that there exist e 0 2 R n (H 0 ) and a sequence e k such that e k ! e 0 and 0 2 G s (e k ). Since z 7 ! G s (z) is an analytic family of type A in a neighborhood of e 0 , by analytic perturbation theory (see e.g. Ka] , Chapter VII, Theorem 1.10), 0 2 (G s (z) ) for z in some neighborhoodof e 0 . However, for z 2 C + , Im G s (z) < 0 and 0 6 2 G s (z). Thus, the set E = fe 2 R : e 6 2 (H 0 ) 0 2 (G s (e) )g is discrete and 2(d + 1), 1 are its only possible accumulation points. By Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, the spectrum of H outside (H 0 ) i s the set E, a n d e a c h p oint o f E is an eigenvalue of H of nite multiplicity. Therefore, the spectrum of H outside (H 0 ) is discrete. 2
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.16 If V is a surface p otential which satis es (3.57) then R(H) has Lebesgue measure 0. An immediate consequence of this result and Theorem 1.3 is Theorem 3.17 Let V be a surface potential which satis es (3.57). Let (H 0 ) be a Borel set such that the spectrum of H on is purely absolutely continuous. Then Ran 1 (H) Ran 1 (H)nR(H) (H) and the wave operators are complete on . Remark. Theorem 1.7 follows from Theorems 1.6 and 3.17.
Before we prove Theorem 3.16, we recall Proposition 3.18 Let C + 3 z 7 ! A(z) be a function with values in compact operators on a separable Hilbert space H. Assume that A(z) is continuous in C + and analytic in C + . Let w 2 C be g i v en. Then either w 2 (A(z)) for all z 2 C + or the set fe 2 R : w 2 (A(e))g is a closed subset of R with Lebesgue measure 0.
For the proof of this proposition we refer the reader to RS1], Section XI.6. Proof of Theorem 3.16. We recall that for z 2 C + , G s (z) = h 0 (z) + V , and that the operator-valued functions C + 3 z 7 ! h 0 (z), C + 3 z 7 ! h ;1 0 (z), are continuous in C + and analytic in C + . Moreover, Im h 0 (z) < 0 f o r z 2 C + and lim Im z!1 kh ;1 0 (z)k = 0 .
Assume rst that lim jnj!1 V (n) = 0. Clearly, V is a compact operator on H s and since G s (e) = h 0 (e)(1 + h ;1 0 (e)V ) 0 2 (G s For any real constant a we denote by V a the constant boundary potential V a (n) = a.
We use the shorthand H a = H 0 + V a and S a = ;2d 2d] + fa + a ;1 g Lemma 4.3 Let a, jaj 1, be given. Then,
The proofs of the last two lemmas are elementary and we will skip them.
Recall that for j 2 Z d the shift operator T j is de ned by (T j V )(n) = V (n ; j) and that U j is the unitary operator which acts as (U j )(n x) = (n ; j x). Proposition 4.4 There exists a set R such that R(H) = R P-a.s. Proof. Let B(H) = (H) n R(H). We will prove the equivalent s tatement, namely that there exist a set B such that B(H) = B P-a.s. Let Proof of Theorem 1.5. It remains to prove that S and S R. Let a 2 supp , jaj 1 b e g i v en and let e 2 S a . Taking respectively A = 1 and A = 1 ss in Proposition 4.5 we deduce from this proposition and Lemmas 4.3 and 2.7 that e 2 (H) and e 2 R(H) P-a.s. Since (H) = and R(H) = R P-a.s., we derive that S a and S a R, and since S = a2supp jaj 1 S a that S and S R. 2 5 The absence of singular spectrum on (H 0 ) In this section we prove Theorem 1.6. Theorem 1.7 is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1.6 and 3.17. The proof of Theorem 1.6 consists of three technically and conceptually distinct steps.
Step 1. Using Theorem 1.1 and general properties of the essential supports of subresolutions of the identity, we show that the essential support of the absolutely continuous spectrum of H = H 0 + V contains (H 0 ) for any surface potential V .
Step 2. Using an argument based on the rank-one perturbation theory we show that P-a.s. the essential supports of the absolutely continuous components of the spectral measures of (n 0) for H are equal for all n. It then follows from Step 1 and cyclicity of H s that P-a.s. these essential supports contain (H 0 ).
Step 3. Parts 1 and 2 yield that for all n 2 Z d , the singular spectrum of H, restricted to the cyclic subspace generated by (n 0) , P-a.s. has Lebesgue measure zero on (H 0 ). Spectral averaging (Simon-Wol theorem) then yields that P-a.s. the operator H has purely a.c. spectrum on (H 0 ). The principal novelty of our approach is Step 2 whose key technical ingredient is Theorem 5.9 below. In this step we were guided by an elegant argument o f S i m on S3].
Step 1
We rst recall several basic facts concerning various supports of Borel measures and subresolutions of the identity of a Hilbert space. Our discussion will follow closely CL]. In the sequel, all Hilbert spaces are assumed to be separable. Notation. In the sequel, m stands for Lebesgue measure on R. As usual, we write dm = d e, and say simply a.e. e for m-a.e. e.
Let E be a subresolution of the identity of a Hilbert space H. We say that E is The Borel transforms are studied in detail in S2]. We summarize some results which we will need in the sequel.
Theorem 5.2 Assume that is a nite complex Borel measure on R and let G(z) be its Borel transform. Then, (i) The non-tangential limit lim z!e G(z) = : G(e + i 0 )
exists and is nite for a.e. e 2 R. 
2
We c a n s a y more if is a Borel measure (hence nite and non-negative). Let ac , pp , sc bethe absolutely continuous, pure point and singular continuous parts of . We set sing = pp + sc . For notational simplicity we will assume that dim H s = 1. Let H k be the cyclic subspace generated by k . We set k 1 = 1 and H 1 = H k 1 . Assume that H j and k j are de ned for j = 1 : : : n ; 1. We set k n = m i n n j : H j 6 n;1 j=1 H j o H n = H kn n;1 j=1 H j \ H kn : Obviously, t h e subspaces H j are mutually orthogonal and invariant u n d e r A. Moreover Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that for any e 2 int (H 0 ) a n d n 2 Z d , lim y#0 Im ( (n 0) j(H 0 ; e ; iy) ;1 (n 0) ) > 0:
Therefore, by Lemma 5.4, the essential support of the subresolution of the identity associated to H 0 is (H 0 ). Let + bethe wave operator from Theorem 1. Im ( (n 0) j(H ; e ; il ;1 ) ;1 (n 0) ) < 1g:
Since for every l the function R 3 (V e) 7 ! ( (n 0) j(H ; e ; il ;1 ) (n 0) ) is P m is measurable (see e.g. CL]), the sets n are measurable. Therefore, by F ubini's theorem, the function 3 V 7 ! Z R (1 ; 1 m (V e))1 n (V e)de = m (ess:supp n ac n ess:supp m ac ) is measurable. 2
We are now ready to complete the second step in the proof of Theorem 1.6. Proposition 5.14 Let H be as in Theorem 1.6 and, for n 2 Z d , let n be the spectral measure o f (n 0) for H. Let E ac be the subresolution of the identity associated t o a bsolutely continuous part of H. Then, (i) 8n 2 Z d , ess:supp n ac = ess:suppE ac P-a.s.
(ii) 8n 2 Z d , (H 0 ) ess:supp n ac P-a.s.
Proof. Part (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and Proposition 5.7. To prove (i), we x two sites n m 2 Z d and potential V 0 2 and consider the operator H = H 0 + V 0 + ( (n 0) j ) (n 0) :
Let n bethe spectral measure of (n 0) for H . Then, it follows from Theorem 5.9 that for a.e. , ess:supp n ac ess:supp m ac : Since the random variable V (n) has a density, it follows from Lemma 5.13 and Fubini's theorem that Z m (ess:supp n ac n ess:supp m ac ) d P(V ) = 0 :
Therefore, m (ess:supp n ac n ess:supp m ac ) = 0P ; a:s:
and ess:supp n ac ess:supp m ac P ; a:s:
Reversing the roles of n and m, we derive that the opposite inclusion also holds. Thus, ess:supp n ac = e s s :supp m ac P ; a:s: 
Step 3
We are now ready to complete the third step in our argument and nish the proof of Theorem 1.6. We will use the notation of Proposition 5.14. Fix n 2 Z d and let V 0 2 b e such that (H 0 ) ess:supp n ac : (5.81) Here, n is the spectral measure of (n 0) for H = H 0 + V 0 . Let G n bethe Borel transform of n and S n := fe : 0 < Im G n (e + i 0 ) < 1g:
(All these quantities depend on V 0 .) Since S n = ess:supp n , the set T n := (H 0 ) n S n has Lebesgue measure zero. Let H = H 0 + V 0 + ( (n 0) j ) (n 0) 2 R:
Let n be the spectral measure of (n 0) for H and G n (z) its Borel transform. The relation G n (z) = G n (z) 1 + G n (z) yields that for all , fe 2 (H 0 ) : l i m is weakly measurable. Since the random variable V (n) has density and Relation (5.81) holds P-a.s., it follows from Fubini's theorem that Z ( (n 0) j1 sing (H 0 ) (H) (n 0) )dP (V ) = 0 : Thus, P-a.s. the spectral measure n is absolutely continuous on (H 0 ). Therefore, the operator H restricted to the cyclic subspace H n generated by (n 0) has P-a.s. purely a.c. spectrum on (H 0 ). By Lemma 3.9, the linear span of H n is dense in H. It follows that the operator H has P-a.s. purely a.c. spectrum on (H 0 ). The proof of Theorem 1.6 is complete. 2
